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Economic development and planning and projections

(Agenda 'item 5 (a)')'

J-> -.The Becretariat opened the'.discussion on agenda item ^{b.) with

■_ . br,ief .introductory remarks", on- the- main lines of. its work in this area.

;,The work of. the secretariat in the.-.-field o:f planning began" a little

-more than a year ago.; .It ^was .pointed. ;out .that.-it rhad centred upon the

following-main areas: ■:;• ..j,., :-':::,'.>..■ . . ...''■ ■ . ■ ■■ '

(a) Comparative analysis of development plans: 'Planning had been

j ,::.;<-. 1 adopted-by nearXy 'twenty;rcountries in. Africa as an instrument

:* • . .1 -.of policy ,to. attain -as'-rapidly .as.'possible, the economic and

■, . • social transition-.of■ their economies, from the current low

¥ -,^.f levels of development, to those prevalent .now. in'the industrially

advanced countries. A comparative analysis and evaluation

of plans could provide a very valuable basis for exchanging

their planning experience.^ . ' - . . . -

.■: ■ . •: ^ (b) Social planning:. Planning.' involved, both*, the: economic' and , -

:'■'■•; ':•'-'■• social fields..-.The .secretariat had convened in Octoberd963'

. ;.- -.at Addis Ababa a meeting; of-experts to discuss the complex •"

■■■ .> ■■ : " problems involved; in integrating; social, planning vrith. ovdr- r

all planning.. . The. report of. the meeting,:. together with the

list of documents prepared for it and its recommendations for

further work, was submitted for discussion at .the sixth session

(e/cn.14/240).
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.-''.'. (c) Analysis of demographic data; The 'secretariat, had.devoted -

'■'■'■ " considerable attention to an analysis of recent demographic "" *

trends in African countries. A study had "been just completed X

on the subject, .. . .......

(d) Projections; In order to assess the significance of'planhed

development, it was useful to look at the possible developments

in various sectors within the framework of a relatively long

perspective. Towards this end, the secretariat was now engaged

in'projecting developments in population', foreign■ trade, social

sectors and agriculture and in the pattern of output and expendi

ture d'vex" the decade's' to come.~ 7".

(e) Training: Lack of trained personnel was one of the most

serious obstacles to accelerating the pace. :of 'development in

■ !-Africa. The Demographic Training Centre which began operations

.-.;,; in Cairo last year represented an attempt to overcome-■■in part

this obstacLe. The .secretariat was also engaged; in-exploring

the possibility of establishing another demographic centre: ':'-

in YJest Africa, . , , ■ ...-■.

.-.(f.)-. ■ Advisory services: -The.,secretariat.had already begun offering

:_..;. . :., advisory services to member Governments in the.-field of formulat-

. . .ing development, plans and:;of assessing the; plans already in

: . ; .,; operation. It could be.expected that the -work in this area

would expand.. . ,- - ... --. , . . ,. . ..: .

2».:': During the course of the discussion, the delegates in general

supported the main lines of the secretariat's work. Several" delegates

emphasized the importance of the human, factor. in...development;. 'In.jorder

to carry out. the main tasks of. the economic and. social transformation

of the African economies, i.t.was.essential to.remove as rapidly as

possible.the bottleneck in the,, supply, of trained, manpower..:.The planning

of .education consequently assumed a special significance. .■■ =.-

"3," Attention'was drawn to iihefact that since investments' in education

took a'reiatively long time-to show results, it was' es^eriiial to under-
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take educational planning within tKelframework of a long-term development

plan. Moreover, it wa.s importahtAnot. to ithink-.of trained specialists

in terms of their numbers only. The quality of training, particularly .

the ability of HKe specialists to'answer to the special traditions1;

requirements' and conditions in 'African countries-, merited equal : -

attention. There was also'need for making sure'that some "balance was ''

maintained among various categories of^specialization... -'--,- ■ •■■"-•: ■■- -■■'.. ,.:.'..:..;1

4. "-\In the light o|; th"e; above, It was -urged that special attention "be;V

devote/::to :the .expansion'of■'faqi-lties for training specialists from''Sv

-.African-, couhtries. ::Thej.esta'biishinent of another demographic centre, V '"l

■-p6ssibly;at- Dakar, jcould make ,a valuable contribution, towards me;eting:'!l";

thi's'-lurgeri-fc. iieedi .".;■ ■ -/y] ■; '•■ •■.,-■"■■>.; ' ■• ^..--- .-' ] ■■ -....'■. ■ -,: -:■•*".■••■".

5. '-It'was;emphasized that -pianriing was a complex process, in which'

the developments o.ri"the various sectors needed to be"integrated. One- '

sided emphasis-on some elements, in isolation from the others, "could ".'

therefore produce■■ serious imbaiances"which would' held'up further adva?Tcg ,

'In establishing development 'plans, it'was therefore important '^q look. ";

at the inter-dependence"arid coherence of various expects. In fact, tKe''

gaps and inaccuraoies."in "the statistical data essential for plarining " "'

•were one of the major^limi'ting1 factors which made iV impossible in most.

cases to consider ja1 ;cbmplete' integration of all sectors in an over-all^' :

Plan'r -^en -in'-those exceptional cases "where all the 'necessary data were

available, there was a danger'of mechanically interpreting internal

coherence as unchanging. Growth process by its* very nature Ws dynamic

The exact relationship betireen the developments in various sectors '

varied according to' the degree" and stage'of do'ciai development in given

country and' changes as1 tHe country'moved from one* stage to another.'
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Agriculture -< , ■ . ; . . , ■ .. .:

■- >. (Agenda item 3 (&)) ' . ' ' '""' ' ';;! '
.... .- . . ■ . .

6. In introducing this .tern of .the agenda,, the representative of the ;.
..-.■■■ ■ ■

secretariat drew attention to six sub-items, including .some whioh had

teen added at the request, of. member Governments.

African timber trends and prospects • ■ . " -■.... ■ ' "'i

7« ■:' A major part of a comprehensive study, commenced in I960 in con- ■

junction with FAO', was presented'in-.ah information paper (E/CN. 14/242).'

This dealt-with the existing forest resources, timber industries, present

and future consumption of wood, trade-in wood and-estimated wood require

ments in 1975* It covered 25 countries in West, Central and East Africa

grouped into seven, sub-regions. The.objective of the,fihal study, to be

completed.by the end of 1964> was to provide an-over-all picture of the;

forest and timber situation of the,African continent. Governments would

still have to undertake detailed studies in .order-to formulate policies

in regard to forestry and the related industrial sectors in each country,

but the African Timber Trends Study,shoul^.help.greatly to provide the .

neoessary framework of these studies,and help.policy makers towards a.

true perspective of national problems .within the general African context,

Suqh perspective is all-important for. rational planning. Delegations

were asked to draw the attention, of government planning, industry and

forest departments to the preliminary report with a view to correcting.,

it and bringing ±t more up-to-date. The final'version was expected by

the end of. 1964. Delegations pointed out disagreement with certain-

statements in the report and stressed the importance of including . ........

practical recommendations for policy guidance in the final report... - ..

Attention was drawn to the rapid depletion of wood reserves, by shifting

cultivation and, in the savanna areas, by fires and the use of wood for

fuel and construction. It was recognized, however, that in the savanna

areas wood was very important as the only fuel available in a vast area.

The preliminary report was appreciated in that it confirmed that

many countries could embark on considerably greater commercial

utilization of their forest resources and could expand industries

based on wood to increase exports and create productive employment.
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Governments - should pursue -.forest, inventory .surveys by .modern methods' ' '"

including Improved.photograraraatic measures and.by.the training of

5 " technical staff. A regional seminar to co-ordinate supply and demand

and^promote, intra-African trade and import substitution was recommended,"

Delegates felt that the time was. now ripe for a common African policy

in the production and marketing of timber and its products. . ,

Locust :control ■■ ■ ■ ■ -. •. ■ . -. .:.■;...■. •■ . ; . ;'i.V^ .

"'8V "-The attention'of the Commission ;was drawn in document E/CN.14/243 ' ; ~:

io" the" three main .species of plague locust in Africa; the desert locust}'-

the African"Jmigratory locust"and the red locust. The changing political -

situation in'the' region"had" affected the"membership and financing of the-

various'control "organizations.' Vigilance continued to be necessary" to " -;

prevent renewed outbreaks'arid to ensure that the apparent recession of """•

the desert 16oust' tias maintained."""FAO" had""called' a meeting for March - '■*■

1964 in response to resolution' i$ (V), adopted "at the fifth session of '■■'

the Commission, to explbre"'witti th'e Governments concerned the need for:-

an organization in North'Africa' to" carryP out anti-locust campaigns and :-^

research. Delegations were interested in a proposal for a continental

approach/and even.a:global.approach to the whole-problem of locust control

and the establishment of one central fund in Africa to which all African^

States'might contribute. By pooling the knowledge and resources of the

various sub^-regional control bodies efficiency might be. increased and

expenditure reduced. Research on insecticides, and control measures could.

also be co-ordinated. In this connexion the representative of FAO

reported that FAO was thinking in terras of commissions to deal with the .,

total control of locusts, on a world-wide basis. Finally, it was

recognized that,locust control was one aspect only of a wider problem

of pest control,.in particular control of migrating predatory birds. .

The'-place- of agriculture .ihr the harmonization and, co-ordination of .- ,, ,.■

national: development' plans. -.. :• , • . , ..■ .. - ; -, -

9. One delegation," in introducing this sub-item of the agenda stressed

the value of concerted action by Governments in order to dovetail national
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development-plans-in+.o ..?. coherent whole for the continent. Such regional

plan could more.easily be attained.through planning in accordance with

an agreed- central, theme than by .the synthesis of. a'large number of . ..."

separately-prepared national or sub-regional plans,. . He considered that

agriculture, as the most universal and.important sector .in most-African ^ w

economies, provided such a, guide post";to which .other 'sectors could be

related in a priority order by'each country. One agricultural plan for

Africa: could therefore provide a frame of reference for a comprehensive- ■ ;

all-African; plan for general econoir.ic;:and social growth. "He looked forward

to:an'OAU decision to ihis effect and the collaboration of the Commission^

In" the discussion that followed most delegations-were agreed on the;' ■ ^

importance'arid interest of this proposal ? 'but considered it could ;n6t- ■■' ■

be discurased'in-detail on account of its wide political' and economic ■

implicationsanil the lack of preparation of the delegations, ■ Delegates-'

considered iiiat the question might usefully be put before African' ■ ;

Government a arid the OAU through the good offices-of the-Executive"- >'' '*'■■■

Secretary= '.It was recommended "tnatvthe- question /should also- be 'put- ' • ' "■

before one 6x the' specialized meetings which would' be held within the1 ' -:-

framewor]c'of"-ECA. '-' - - Ij- ■" ' ■■..:■■-..■ -;..■•■"■ ■ :v.

Contribution of Afrjxaiv agriculture to the economic and social development

of the continent; ■ . . ■_

10c The delegation, which.had proposed inclusion of this sub-item in ■

the agenda,, referred to the detailed debate of this general .subje.ct- at . .

the twelfth session of PAO.-in 1963 and", to PAO document C 63/ll which had' .

been circiilated to;-delegations, He pointed .out that in Africa as a whole.

about 40 per cent of national income", was produced by the 80 per cent or . =

more of ".-the population who were engaged in agriculture... In developed

countries ;th.e. proportion of the economy devoted to other- more productive

sectors ^-ras much higher and the aim of African countries should be to

move in this direction, as"proposed in resolution 18 (II) adopted' at the

Second session of the Commission. In the debate'which followed, the

ne'ed :to step up productivity in country "areas "in order to meet the ■

growing needs of urban centres-was emphasized, if food imports were
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notJ-'to./become-an; intolerable ■burden on the balance*6f"-payments. "■ At ••

* ' thel same, time, tb.e..'value of-agricultural exports should'be ^increased -

both, .by! increasing", their volume:'and,by- local processing-or semi-process-

■ ing;; ..Poor communications and' the lack of -marketing facilities among;

■■•*'; the different climatic zones of the "continent'were often; at the root*

- of.' the high cost of lboal; agricultural produce-in consumption centres

" where-there'were food deficits'and of- the difficulties for rural areas

in. progressing from subsistence■■production through increasing-their'

■■; deliveries, to the graving population centres. Danger lay "in- excessive

/.concentration of investment in either industry or agriculture;-balanced

.'■growth'.yas:.necessary.-. Small-scale industries-based on food ahd-oth'er

V.' agricultural, , products were just" as-much: a factor^ in:dndustrial growth

;■■' ■ as/ steel 'and other.heavy industries. 'The increase and diversification

-!.6f agricultural output by countries- required similar co-ordination with

'.-...; that of their neighbours as "did., the -establishment of new-industries/ The

.idea of. an^African "green-pool" was suggested.- Further ■ investigations

was needed of the. JL inks between agriculture and other-sectors, of the

advantages of specialized production in various climatic zones,' of soils

■ and other factors;.in' agricultural- improvement and of 'the conditions

*'.;-." prevailing in subsistence.agriculture, yln the last connexion the attention

of delegates.was^ drawn to an expert' meeting on'factors-in the transition

from subsistence to .-market agriculture planned by the, secretariat and

FAQ. for-April I964.. in Addis Abata.' , ■ . . ': : . ■ ' • .';' /

Land reform - ■ ■'- - • ■■•■■■ ■-■ ■ :- ■ ■ ■■' ■

11, Attention was drawn by the secretariat to document E/f!N~,14/?l&i'

1 (implementation in^Africa of United Nations resolutions on land reform

"" ' ■■■ -with special reforence:. to' the Economic Commission, for Africa) and to

the FAO/ECA p.evelopment Centre on Land Policies -for; Uest Africa.held

. in'Sierra Leone, in". December' 1963;;' ;Borth'"were : in' response' to ..the'interest

taken in this subject'by the Commission at'its Fifth session. It was

.'clear from, the:'dispussion -that there was. a wide variety, of attitudes

on the part of African countries towards land reform,' in accordance with

'' . their widely, different circumstance's.. It was recognized to be an -important
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but delicate issue not lending itself to universally applicable solutions.

The main justification of reform of existing structures was to permit

the .intro.duct.ion.of improye.d-.techniques to raise yields. Granting, of

individual.;land titles,, for example,; gave security for ored.it in cas.es

- where,this was not available.-on the security of.,!,'characters, or of >the

crop.- Similarly a_;direct .-interest of: the,, cultivator in. the..land could

be ..an incentive to greater production.. Reform of land, tenure arrangements

was not likely,to.be effective unless ■combined with improved .marketing

-. and processing facilities,.; training, and extension, integration of live

stock' -yri-thj: agriculture and cultivation., of. animals ploughing, .provisions

of-credit; and other, technical and-:, financial measures. ■- -Considerably more

.. .information.Kas: needed on;.the; systems .of. ljand ;,t enure useful for modern

•ragr.icultural 'progr;ee.s inclu.ding.:.:land- reclamation .and..settlement'. Some

j.. .delegations proposed tha-t the- secretariat -should ..undertake,-,a; comparative

. study pf experiences, already ;o.btained...or in the course, of-being obtained

.5 .with-Lrespectyto. land reform,..and. that :i;t.should, .establish to this end

r; a study;,group, composed :of.: national ..experts whose task it would, be, under

-..the, ae;gis.-,of. ECA/FAO, to assess. ..such experiences..-. The secretariat was

requested, to^submit a progress. ..report at the next session of the

'. Commission., Attention :was:.drawn to. the:,regular, series- of reports, von

Progress in Land Reform,,published every two years.,;by the.- United: Nations,

■ ..'FAO .and ;JLO. .-Copies of the:;19^3/rrej5prt' were made available to delegations,

lj:-.;Sever^l delegations stressed.-the-need for.poraparative.economic studies

xq£ the-yiabili.ty^of ■ different methods; ;pf rnqdern. culture, and .also-of...

industrial feasibility studies of large, cultivation with ;a view.-,to: -.

international specialization.

Irrigation.

-12... The secretariat drew attention >to:; a.-report entitled ."Observations

on large scale irrigation. d.eyelopment.;.:in Africa'.1 ..published in the ,Agricul

tural .Economics Bulletin..for. Afr,ica,.. No.4 (E/CN.I4/AGREB/4) of November

1963. , The importance and. complexity pf the .subject .was. emphasized .by

several ^delegations and it was. decided that the matter, should be referred

.to ^specialized meeting to be organized by the secretariat and^.other

interested agencies. ..... .-. ■ .,.-

13. -.A note on-the .ficheries of Africa ,(e/CN.14/.27O) was circulated-for

the information of delegations but was not discussed.
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.■■V-;'; .v;..-'-.V -^.Industry,. Transport and- Natural -Re sour oesi ■'* ■■■.< V i.; -'i:'": .-v^1-

■l^i'i) r^ r'fcJV'<s—Wr. .*''. /V ' ^j^; ■ '• '"'!' • j.! r' ' ■—-■.-.-■■ ■ .;■> .•«,- [■_■•)< ■jrj.iy . ;:h -..* ;\.,">"O ;

■ ■""."■ ". . "l Agenda, item 5 (e) (i)v.(ii) and (iii)) ^ : . „,.-,-:.;,:

14ft The Chairman, of. /the Standing. pommi-tteeV on;:industry,r .Transppri;.-a"nd *■$£

Natural Resources, Mr* Abdelkader (Algeria) intro.duced:-the/irepbrt^oh.-.thevl-

^econd^ess-ipn of the■C'Pmmittee, (E/CN.I4/245, Cprr^; l--c.nd-iAdd:il):. './He

pointed^o.utj. ;that the Xlommit.iee; had met in. Deojember .19,-63nand..had reviewed

in derail, a. two-year programme ■of work'decided ..upon-at its..first session,

held at .the .endyof- the- preyious'year.'-'-'.TEe' report -.on 'industry*,^ together

withvaddi_tipnaJ; comments.-rby.^ aj number, .of-governments^ had "bee*riOlfurther

reviewed b^i.raT-Gomnii,tte"e:.bf-'.Ten.;which met-immediately'1 before "the session,

in accordance with the{-Coinmi'ttee'l"s- decision'.' :'p "Ljl^-!:'v~: ■-*• ; *"' '

15. The"1" Chairman .'.reviewed the. work done by. the.. Committee and gave details
'2' ').■"' D" ■■ ■.'■"■"'" .'■■: ';) '■■ "'.'• '> •■ T*. ^ .' J ■- ■" ■ '■ i i--*'~ ■"- ^ -' ' ■ ' ■'

of the main activities in the .last. year, and of the. Corarait|ee..^s.-principal

decisions'. .He referred to the three industrial co-ordination,missions? a

meeting..on irpn ;and steel .in West Africa,:^held in .Monrovia;r.an important

^^^SnJ?,^6 ■lield- i" Bamako ."(Mali) in 3;-964 on industrial co-ordination
'\ rT^. rT*" v *" V "♦* ' ■ '* f *"*'i ** . t '' " *'' C~ "1 r L ; ' '' j ■ . -*+ ' - ■* -- ' * ■ '

in West Africa; preparations for a regional symposiumApn industry to be

keld-.'in. ;1£45 and a wor.ld. symposium uin.l966; ..arrangements made.for systematic

periodipa-l^r,eEorting by countries on industrial problems;-and.a.recommenda-

tion for the convening of a regional conference,on iron.and steel-. He

..^e.vie."ed.;:the:;.work,done on transport, calling.attention -to. the sub-regional

Sf^Mfies^in-progress .and .to mee'tinjgs; planned onr inland -transpoft,;<the

decision ;to_ add ;raairitime..^transport 4to. the programme ;and the re'eommendation

to ,-c.onye'ne; a.panrAsfrican air ^-transport conference- before ^theiVendrlof 1964.

He also, -r&viewed^the wo^k done:- 6r: planned -in- energy.:and inaturai^'resourGes,

referr,ihg;-.to .',the; Carto:grapJiio-.Confer;e_hce .held- in"; Nairobi; -the- Electric

Power Conference held in Addis Ababa; further- w.orki inihaniii ori^binerals

and water, including a conference to be held in 1965 on mining legislation|

and a conference in preparation for 1965 on oil and natural gas. High

appreciation was expressed of the work done by the Standing Committee, and

in particular of the contribution made by its Chairman.
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16. The report of.the Standing. Conimi^t.ee .Was..first discussed. There was

a separate discussion on the reports of the three industrial co-ordination

missions, and also separate"" discussions' "on telecommunications and on air

transport.

17. During a full discussion of the report of the Standing Committee the

following points were made: '. ■■ * •-•• ' - ■ ■ .-.■..

(a) There was unanimous agreement on the importance of industrial 80-

■ :;■.-ordination and cf proceeding rapidly towards its realization in

. .practice i.' Most countries considered that the emphasis placed

... upon a. sub-regional'approach-was correct, although it was"' *''■■••

.:;:recognized that the 'aub-regions -should not become closed circles

and that.in the case of .some industries attention should be' paid

to possibilities of regional co-ordinationj . ■.'■.„•■■

(b) Some delegates, representing countries with substantial iron ore.

resouroes, requested that a study of the African iron and steel

programme" should be enlarged by including their possibilities in

this respect'.' One delegate, however, pointed out that in its

particular case, his country had completed feasibility studies on

this question and had decided to proceed with construction in the

next few months; "\ -■ "•' ' -.-...

(c) It was agreed -that studies of the'development of the aluminium

■ industry in Africa should be included in the work programme,

•along with other non-ferrous metals;

(d)-Great stress was laid on the importance of the meeting on industrial

co-ordination in West Africa to' be held at Bamako," to'be convened

; ■■ by -the Executive Secretary of-the' Economic Commission for Africa

, . <:in association with 0AU;: OAMCE and the countries' which had been

. r - associated-with the "pioneering efforts of the Government of *"

Niger in the field of industrial' co-ordination, which shouid be

.at the highest level; ■ •: ■ '. - ,.-■■'.. ..,-
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(e)-It-was agreed that'while it war* esseri:tral: to'-d'evelop large ' " -

■ : scale- industries on -'the * ■'basis of sub'.-regional and, where'- ■" '" "'■■ ■-

■ ..-..-, ■.appropria.te,.,regicnal co-cperation.j it was also important,, .with

« - ■..■ ■.'.■■■ the/same -end "in view, to; de.velop 'small '.and 'medium .scale industries,

..--. -- - .■ .-particularly, those based ;.on agricultural lraw materials (/Including

timber), as import substitutes... In this^ connexion, the relation-,

ship between agricultural and industrial development,was

emphasized, sinoo the growth of agricultural output increased

■•■ ' ■■■'■■ ■ purchasirig-'p'dwer and gave'rise1 to an -increasing' market, particu- '■

'l!arly fdrs'small ahcL-medium s'caie iiridustries;' •" '•" ■■- ■'■■-'

- (f) It: was'recommended that a1 fourth su'j-region should be es-tabiished'

•■■ for-the. purpose of-the Comraa'ssio'n'-'s work" on economib co-ordination,

i.:. ..■■■■'; .comprising- Camerotur, the Central African Republic, '■Chad, the Congo

■;: ;: "(iBrazzaviile):> the Congo' (iieopoTdvi'ire1)1 'and^'Gabon; * ' : ; '• -1

-(g)- The1 impbrtan'ce: of'indua trial'planning Within the "fraWework1 of*

'- • cfver-all-'development1 planning was'stressed, and'one country Whidh

:;;.had already."iflade"'consid:erable-ddvances--in ; this' -field.1' offered Mo-'-

..-i.- ■.:-" ' ; ■.make~'!1its.:"experien'ce -'available-''to others; -: ' ■ ' '■ ::-:<^---'; ■

- (h) --Emphasis- was- again laid oh'-industrial". research'arid"training"a'nd- ":

on the importance of establishing.Lappropriate .institutes and.'of ■-;

training African staff;

(i) In'the course of a discussion on energy and natural resources,

natisfaction wan expressed that a study of problems of combating

diamond smuggling had been included in the programme of worko

The desirability of studying the use_of solar energy was also

recognized and it was suggested that a.n_ experimental institute

should be established;

(j) In the discussion on transport it was pointed out that the new

approach to'the programme 'of"work on transport had been .an

initiative of the Standing Committee/^" It'"was, agreed that .

transport required^ both a'sub-regional and a regiorial approach,

and in this connexion the work being done on the establishment of

new links across the Sahara was noted with appreciation. It was

1/ See E/CN.14/245: paragraph 28O
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agreed that the administrative.aspects of transport and study of the'

development of transport equipment, e.g. lorries and boats, should be

included.in the programme. It wasalso agreed that the work on tourism

: should.be within the framework of resolution 995 (XXV") of the Economic and

Social. Council, adopted following the United Nations Conference on-Tourism,

l"8. The report on the second session of the Standing Committee on

Industry, Natural Resources and'Transport was adopted.

l^. , ..The reports of the industrial co-ordination missions-to West Africa,

East and Central Africa and North Afrioa (E/CN,14/246, 247 and 248

respectively) were introduced by, the secretariat. It was recalled that

the primary purpose of the missions was to examine the.scope-for, and

problems arising in the field of, large fscale industries requiring markets

beyond the scope of. most African countries... In two of. the. reports there

was some discussion of small .and.medium scale .industries, but no.attempt

had. been made, owing to the limited time available in each- country, to

carry put systematic industrial;surveys. In the conclusions the main

emphasis had been on follow-up, action on. what were essentially preliminary

reports,and indication was.given of .work of:this kind already in hand.

20.;. 'The. reports were discussed successively,

21. In the discussion of the West African report, the following points

were made: ' ... . ; . .

"(a) There was unanimous agreement concerning the importance of a co

ordinated approach to industrial development in West Africa,

applying the principles of international .specialization, and

division of labour and of economies of scale;: .

(b) Attention was drawn by some delegates to a number :of factual .

errors particularly in the information presented on the avail

ability of mineral resources; . ,..;..

(c) Several delegates referred to.the chemical and .fertilizer^complex

suggested and pointed out alternative possibilities;
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- *• : '(-.d) It was agreed that in the further work re'quiredi' in ■preparation

''"-■"'■- - in the first instance for the Bamako Conference,''more attention

;':'"'"1' should be paid to the intentions of countries'as.:'set'out in their

. .• »■■-development plans.-' In .this connexion it was suggested that a

more systematic attempt should be made to indicate, preferably

;■ !,-v: ' in tabular form, the present pattern of industries and future

;-„.;; industrial needs" and prospects, including an indication of the

-■,_.; probable, evolution of costs;- ■ .'.,,:. .-

■ (.e) There- should be further analysis of the criteria for'the location

of' industries and the strategy of industrial development;

■..■■■;";- (?) .Some.'cbuntries objected to the sub-sub-regions-indicated in the

/■■ V: ■".'". .:report on.the West African sub-region; ' - ■ — "

■■ ■ ■• ■■' (g) The inland countries drew attention to :their particular prob!?:^

, . in any sub-regional industrial co-ordination scheme;"' In-'.this

I.:-i ■ ■■•;■ oonnexic.-A, the stress laid in the report on the'desirability of

( locating textiles and meat processing in -.these countries for

..,.,;.,.. iv, export to the coast was welcomed; - ..' '■-■

*k) It. was- suggested ihat in .further stages of the 'work meetings

.. .should be held of-directors of - industry and. planning; l : '

;:.;.. (i) Some countries pointed, out that they had not been visited,' and

..expressed the wish/that visits should be. arranged by the Economic

. ■..'Commission for Africa*. . Meanwhile^ they must reserve, :their

position on the suggestions in the report. "

22* The secretariat, was' requested to press ahead with the further detailed

studi.es- it had. in. hand on individual industries: - iron and steel, chemicals

and fertilizers, textilesj cement and food processing. It-was-also

requested to prepare a new paper with proposals for industrial co-ordination

in- V/est'Africa,-with alternative, suggestions where appropriate, supplemented

; by .maps •!. ' ■ . ■ ■ ■ ' . '.. ■ ■■'■'

23. The principal points made in the-discussion of"the East -and Centrals

African report'were as follows: - , ' - .: i '■" . .';': \ ' ...

'(a).As in ,the .oase of West Africa, there was unanimous agreem'en't'on-'

-the importance of a co-ordinated- approach to industrial .develop

ment. It was generally agreed'that the proposals put forward

were a satisfactory basis for further enquiry and action;
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(b) Some countries which, had not been visited expressed the wish to

receive missions. It was agreed that the findings of the report

should'be regarded as preliminary and subject to substantial

modification when those countries whose possibilities, had not so

far been examined had been fully explored;

(c) It was noted that a conference at the ministerial level would

' be convened, after the other countries in the sub-region had

been visited, to be held in Lusaka towards the end of 1964 or

the beginning of 1965,.to discuss not-only industrial co

ordination- but also related .topics- such as transport, energy,

trade and the approach to the harmonization of development plansj

and that further intensive work was in hand.by the secretariat in

preparation for this conference;;

(d) Attention was drawn by*some"countries to a number of factual

. . errors; ■ . .-. ■■■■' "■ ' ■"

(e) It was pointed out that some'countries were faced with employment

... problems and that therefore the sharing out of capital and

labour-intensive industries had to be taken into account;

.(.f).In approaching industrial co-ordination, political problems had

to be taken into account owing to differences in policies.,

_■■■'. differing attitudes to the role cf the State and different

:. , . approaches to financing. In this connexion, stress was laid on

the need to work towards a common policy approach;

(g) Emphasis was laid on the need for more comprehensive resource

.. surveys as a preliminary to detailed examination of industrial

;_ ■ co-ordination „ ' ■ ■ ... ■■_"'■ ■ "■

(h) In the next stage of the work- more emphasis' should be given" 16'

detailed appraisal of industrial projects, with'a view to helping

countries to play their part in a coordinated sub-regional'scheme.

24. It was noted that the North African report had been'examined in a

separate meeting by the countries, concerned.;, which.had agreed on'a com- "

prehensive programme of follow-up ivr^.on with a view to promoting ' ■'

negotiations on industrial co-ordination.' ■ ' '■•
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25- Document E/CN.I4/249 on telecommunications was introduced "by the

secretariat^' The~:'arrangements 'worked out" jointly' by the" International"''

Tele communications Union and 'tHe'Economic Commission-"'for Africa were': '■'■'

warily?welcomed-and the' basic ■ approach whioh had bo6:ri"worked*' out*'was" ;- '•"

• : acoep.ted.:' ■"Among'pbints made 'in the1 discussion, ■ it^was suggested that '-:■■■•'

& the-ite'leoommunications: plan prepared by Nigeria should be studiod/with^a

viewrto^supplementing thV "ECA/lTU plan with several points "from :it.: It':

was' alao suggsstdd-that; the ECA/lTU programme'should study applicable.f-"

tariffs.and switching Centres'and! should' indicate : the'! places"-where it was

proposed 'to :holdC:Hhe: equipment ran'"Ist6re and how' spares could .be/moved •.-"

quickly to equipment.-install'ed-in remote .centre's;:" The question of ?;th*e^.'

Mmitations'oof the '. VHF radio-circuits was'raisedy- but::it' was rgenerally-'v

agreed that in view of the '"provisional- nature 'of -the:-programme:-.such;;..i" *,.-;

limitations did not matter very muoh.

26. Reference was made to the UAMpT plan, which it was agreed was

originally meant for the Prench-speaKing"countries only but now the UAMPT

countries had accepted the-rNigefia^an'd'^CA/lTE-plan approach. The ECA/lTU

would work.gradually towards integration,. It,was.necessary to do this step

by,step,.since much.investment.had.already been put into the programme.

Furthermore, it was suggested that other existing facilities existing ?.n

Africa should be integrated in the scheme,

27. Delegates noted .that telecommunications equipment took a long time to

be delivered and considered that the.ECA/lTU Unit would he rendering a

big service to all countries if it could make equipment available at short

notice. Training of personnel was,.qt utmost importance and ITU and ECA

were urged to press this programme forward,

28- Plnailyj it was suggested by the delegates that ECA'/l'TU •should' study

in detail the problems of an integrated African network'as proposed -scni"

submit its redbrnmendations to the Organization for African tinity.- - '■'"-■'1-

?9.v-The discussion.-on-air transport^was-.introduced by .the representative

of-the International .Civil Aviation.Organization ■ (i.CAQ), and was based, on

document:-E/CN.14/25O/Hey«2. It.was pointed out .that..a preliminary. %_,

■'>
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survey of African air transport.problems was "being carried out jointly

by ICAO and the secretariat, based on visits to selected countries,

which it was expected would be ready for circulation to Governments by .,

July 1964. The ICAO held regional technical ..conferences at intervals, and

one for Africa would be held in Rome towards the end of 1964. It was ,,.,

agreed that ;it would be appropriate to hold a regional air transport ■. .

conference dealing with the economic aspects of the problem, as proposed

by the Standing Committee on Industry., Natural jR.esources and Transport,

separately, from ICAO's technical conference, but co-ordinated in time...

It was .noted that the conference on the .economic.aspects..of ,;the .;-problem

would probably be ;held in Addis Ababa:in^Npvember 1964> oonvened Jointly

by ICAO and the Eoonomic. Commission(for. Africa. . ,-. _ ■ . ■ ..r .

■'■''■■■- "■■ '■ "■ ■^■': 'Surveys ' ■ " *■■■-■.■■ - ■■ -■■ • >v »

- - ' ;' : "'" " "(Agenda item" 5 (f) (i))

30. ' In his introductory speechj- the representative of the secretariat

informed the Commission ab'out the progress made sofar on"the Economic

Survey'of7Africa as well as about the work which remains to be done.'

31. It was agreed that the secretariat should be asked to re-inforoe

its efforts on this'particular proJect1 so aaJ to come oui, as soon"as

possible, with a complete1-and'thorough study.' '■ ■■■'■'-' " : ' ': •-"■ '

-■ ■ ■ ■:■•.■ . ' i. ...'■'"- ' • ' 1 l .' '' t *' ' ' - - il * - "".v-■
■ • 1.1 .■ -

... " * •"■■■.'= :" - " Statistics "'■■- ■ ■ " - J ■ '-: ' ■-'■I-:v<

32. In introducing this xv.era, the representative of the seoretariat

explained that its'work in the field of statistics for the years 1961-

1963 was'discussed at the third Conference of African Statisticians

oonvened in Addis Ababa in October'1963. The views of the Conference

were, included in, its report (e/CN. 14/255) • Part of that :w6rk had "already

been reviewed by Committee 1 at'the fifth1 session1 of the Commission in -

March 1963. The :odditional materia3> that has become .avaiiable-sin"o"e; ■■■■-■

then was therefore singled out and it was stated that the main objective
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''■';of' the!::Ve!cretariat has; been to promote the development of ^sta'tist'ic'aT-1

5 "-^~worlc''in'"'i;IieTregi;6n.'* This was being'done through training of-statistical

'■-u'' ' personnel, research and direct' assistance 1it^ Governments.'■

* - 33, A.separate report (E/CN.I4/256) summarizing progress in training

activities "at the'nationai'and" international statistical training centres

• * in Africaj'suppor/ted or sponsored by the United Nations, was also^sub-"

mitied~ to' the" Commission. The aim's, methods and fields of research carried

/..'■^.ouy'Jb'jr'Vth^ seoretaria.t'were' explained'..,,. The ;typ'es ,of; assistance^ tp_ G.oyern-

-, J., ments, whether by r.eguiar staff, or- regional, .advisjers^ were described. ( ^.The

'' . secretariat also report.ed on .its other, continuing .activities^which included

the processing and publication of African statistical data, ^circulation and

' 'exchange of information and regional an.d^sub-regipnal, co^rdina.tion^of

^.statistical .work. -. '•-,:' , - - *.. - ; i.C^'-r1 ; ';.^o-;.." -.■■. - ..•••.-"•u.

34. Sa'trsfactipn^was 'expressed- .with", the ;.effort's ■■made^in^the-."fie^dv:ofj.:;.,

statistics",-a"s-.describe'd":-''in'- the .'report submitted Jto:-.the%Cdmmission^'.r-!;.:;>.

Delegates consid'ereU>thait':.theVsecretari'at ■-■hadv"achieye'd high>s"tiandarda>7in

-its work and had. gi\ren significant help .in, prpmj3tingj the. stati^tipal ^

development of their countries...,.. .- y , ,, ^ .; ; .,-: ., f- - ? -,.'.,;.;..;;>r. ^XL.r.

35. It was noted that the recent rapid

cal services .had arisen largely ifrom.. the^ .increasing ..demands .f;preplanning

purposes, and'.that, i-t.Lhad been -necessary.,:to.,mak& use- of .ad hoo^ar.r.anger-

me^nts,, including assistance-obtained--through.multilateral and---bilateral

-:.c, 7.sources-- An urgent need npw-existed for ^revising methods-and-co-ordinating

.wprH to form new- s.tatis.tical •programme.s ofT a;.pqmprehensiye.. nature ,-.( Inj

particular it- was felt .that-.the... greater emphasis, being placed' on; planning

wQ.uld1..require new'/af.forts by-, statisticians to .fore.cas.t- probable, .future..

36. References were made "t!o "iihci 'sta'tic'tical- training" programm'e:, Vh"ich:-

still had to be considered as the activity requiring highest priority.

The supply of statistical personnel at all levels was still limited and

there remained the problem of qualified personnel being attracted away

from statistics to other types of work. In general it was considered
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that, existing training courses were satisfactory, but. that United Nations

OQ—orcLination and assistance would be a continuing need in respect of all
■•*■■■■' ■: " -"*'■■ -■'- '■■ - ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■....■ . . . v .
training projects. It was stressed that, particularly at the lowest levels,

training should be of an essentially practical .nature.

: ■' *'■' '■ ■ -'■ ■■.-.' '*■■ ■ .'. .. '.. ... ■
,.37• Two. specific requests were made concerning the extension of middle

level training facilities. The first related to the establishment' of a

centre to serve the East African countries, the need for which had 'been

noted at the third Conference of African Statisticians. It was hoped that

the course"would start in I964 and it was urged that steps should be taken

to'ensure that this' objective could be achieved." The other request related

"to the Yaounde International Centre, which was originally intended to meet

requirements' for medium-level staff and was' now receiving nominations'from

a number of West African' countries,' "Delegates reqj©»t'ed that the ''■

necessary resources should be put at the disposal Cf this centre" as- soon

as "possible, to-enable.it to meet the new demands arising, from the -:

establishment or development of a ".course for teohnical .assistance ,;;a3

.i.reguested by the third'.Conferenoe;;pf African Statisticians. :< :. :

38;" The relationship between 'statistics arid" planning was disoussed aril-

many delegates stressed the need for co-ordination between these ""two -'

:>:'branches of ;riational:activity. ; ... •., .- -■ ■ , _.

^!39'" The' third'Conference of'African'Statisticians had discussed- 1ihe: ;

"relationship-between-'statistics' and planning at some length and this ■ -

subjeot formed*one of the important items in the work programme of the

Commission for -the future *•■' The secretariat was preparing a detailed working

paper which would be considered by a group of statisticians and planners

■ early in 1965 • The importance of this working group was referred to. by

several delegates.- It was also stressed that the work.of the proposed'

conference of African planners would need to be closely 00-ord.inated with

that, .of tho Conforcnoo .pi African Statioticians*
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40. The—poei_tion—of--agriculture was given special consideration in tho

genefaiJ'context -of the relationship between'statistics and- planning because

of'the''importance of the agricultural sector- ih: over-all developments 'A

study of the*'production factor's relevant to the promotion of vmore efficient

agriculture':was' considered' important and, in particular, capital "formation

' in'the"'subsistence sector heeded to-be investigated.^ Statistics of' f'

agricultural labour and production were important'indicators^of'progress

andr:foodcorisurop_tion surveys-and. estimates, of per, capita .income were, useful

in .mea'suirihg':soc_ialvdevelopinen.t.; - ,.... - ^ ,-, . .,.;. " _; ■..; 7 :...<_. .,;. i-i .:■

'41, It" was'suggested "that the Commissi'on might-establish"'a special' rr

oommittee on agridultural statistics', which-would1 include-statisticians,

'economists and'others responsible for co-ordina*tirig planning ^operations.

; "Such" an arrangement was considered "necessary if" proper "use- was to^oe'-l-tfade

of agrioui'tural statistics" for planning "purposes and if- agri'cmltural.i .■

'" developm:ent: was to' be 'satisfactorily 'iritegrated in •'the- general development

'""'of national economies-."" '■■ ' "■'"' '" ' '-'■'r--^1 ' ■■ ■" i-i *-" ' :"■.'- r":":- ^^

42.. . In .order .to establish a satisfactory link'between ■statisticians and

planners in,, the,..future it. w.as. considered necessary ihat- planners'should

be given some statistical training. For this "purpose statistics "should

form an important part of the courses given at the Development Institute

"in' Dakar'arid at the demographic training ^'institutes established hy the.

United Nations, - ■' -.•■."• ''■ ■. - ■>'

:'i,;..43j;;__.A;v;numbe.r.-of specijfio -topics were also- considered and,,among these .was

.,the, need for national, statistical services to operate under a suitable law

covering the collection, processing and publication of data. Respondents

to stctistical enquiries, particularly commercial enterprises", needed" a

satisfactory assurance of seorecy if their full co-operation was to be

obtained. .•' ■ * \-■"'.■:■■:-- *. •' , _•■ . . - ,-,; . ■ ■■ , ■ . *.

■44, -External trade statistics-;i-7ere .mentioned by- several .delegates and

particular reference-was made,to:the. accuracy of information relating to

jtrade across land frontiers. -It was felt that this was a.field in which

--:'-tiie'"GO'mmission; might assist int developing improved, methodso Some.: .. ...
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countries, were, doubtful about the .choice between SITC and BTN as, the . 4

basic trade classification. ,J,1 was pointed, out that, while the choice

would be dependent on. particular, circumstances, the conversion between'

'the -two classifications was, straight, forward. Also in connexion with - *

trade statistics; referenqe was, made to the need, for good information on

marketing possibilities. : . -. ■■...-■

45. It was observed-that the work' previously oarried out.by the punch

card installation of the secretariat on-the analysis of African trade...

statistics-would; shortly be transferred to New York and that this would

greatly, reduce the secretariates, existing., data-pro.cessing activities'.

The data-processing insta-lla.tipns used at. present were unsuitable for. the

purpose of undertaking, much worlc./Xor countries on a .service basip and it

was suggested that the existing .equipment might, be, replaced, by ,a .computer

.which would enable the seore-tarlat to-,render much better assistance .to the

countries in bulk processing operations and specialized types of analysis.

It was also believed that some countries with adequate data-processing

installations might be in a position to assist their neighbours who-had

the problem.of dealing with many'different "types of processing with

limited equipment.

46. /.The Commission unanimously accepted the. report of the third Conference

of African Statisticians, ...

Resolutions recommended by Committee'Ifor adoption at the plenary session

47. The Committee unanimously recommended the adoption of the following

draft resolutions:

(a) Transition from subsistence to market agriculture

(E/CN.147L\i89)-' "' :: v " " ■■•{:.■-.-:■ :- '

(b) Utilization of solar energy (E/CN.14/L.I94) • .■' ''■ -r'

48. ' The Committee' recommended by twelve votes to one the adoption of a

draft resolution'oh" trans-Sahara transport ■(•E/CN.14/L.196.)... ■ ■,-...

49. The Committee'recommended-the: adoption of the substance,/of a d?aft

resolution on the';piace of agriculture' in the harmonizatipn. and, co-ordina

tion of national development plans, subject to detailed review of the

text when available c


